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Glossary

Empowerment

noun

Spatial

adjective

Decision

noun

Making

verb

Spatial-decision making

verb

The act or process of creating or altering space after critical thought

Spatial empowerment

noun

after critical thought
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The Vision

With a block in hand, he looks across the way and sees a larger 



Fig. 0.1 
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Fig. 1.1 

Introduction
The role of architecture could be… on the side of the power 
structure, or on the side of those overwhelmed and excluded 
by it…. In reality, architecture has become too important to 
be left to architects. A real metamorphosis is necessary to 
develop new characteristics in the practice of architecture 
and new behaviour patterns in its authors…

 Architecture’s Public

The role of the architect can be debated to the beginning of the 
1 

Today, the professional body, governed by a statute of the 
 upholds a general public consensus that architects 

2 As a result, the architectural profession 

basis of current architectural practice lies in the predicated notion 
 Architects, 

4 

Giancarlo 
In Architecture and Participation, edited by 

A Right to 
Build: The Next Mass-housebuilding Industry. 
(

arighttobuild

80%
20% =

Population Outcome
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architecture be socially relevant if it does not represent the needs of 

 The social responsibility and validity of architectural 

in a radically different aesthetic, design process, and conception of 

thesis proposes that individuals, who are not currently involved 

5

6

7

provided the theoretical groundwork for the approach of in situ 

1-to-
1: A Guide to Spatial Empowerment 

several strategies that allude to increasing 

The guidebook is the tool that captures the 

1

2

3

  Population             Outcome

100% 100%=

Fig. 1.2 
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Architecture cannot be conceived other than as a social 
practice.

8 Creating spatial installations and 

creating installations, which surpassed the knowledge and skills 

9

The Creative Mind: 
Myths & Mechanisms

         

Fig. 1.4 

Fig. 1.3 
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began arranging the classroom in my vision. I would have 
the BEST classroom setup.  I grouped desks, displayed 
anchor charts, and made decorations to hang around the 
room.  Curious about other classroom setups, I looked in the 
classroom next door. The room was bare and the desks were 
piled in the middle. I laughed, I knew I had a better classroom. 
A week before school started, the adjacent classroom was 
still bare. I was confused. Was it an empty classroom? Had 
a teacher not been assigned? A couple days later, a teacher 
walked in. I politely asked if he needed some help, thinking that 
he could use my amazing decorating skills. He told me that 
the classroom setup was already prepared. My incredulous 
expression and glare around his empty walls led him to explain 

he asked his grade 2 students was create the layout of the 
classroom as a community. Students would claim a desk and 
move it to their desired location. They would also vote on the 
activity centres locations such as the reading area. The walls 
were bare because the students had not created any work 

student action and learning, rather than teacher intention.

for architects to fuel inclusive, relevant, and socially engaged 
Fig. 1.6 Right 
to Build.

Fig. 1.5 
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Architecture for the 
People by the People

10 

A 
Right to Build: The Next Mass-housebuilding Industry argues that 

11

TEDtalk

A Right to Build,
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the theoretical underpinnings and related practice of spatial 

1-to-1: A Guide to 
Spatial Empowerment is a collection of aesthetically driven lesson 

Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and 
Mixed Method Approaches 12

literature review, workshops, and the guidebook, the research 

Research Design: 
Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Method 
Approaches,
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Fig. 1.7 

Iterative
Process

Hypothesis

Research 
Findings

Data 
Analysis

Theory

Exploratory 
Research

Data 
Collection

Deduction

Operationalisation

Intuition

Data Processing

Data Interpretation

research, data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation, 

Literature Review Methodology

 

Workshop Methodology

Introduction to 
Action Research: Social Research for Social Change

14

Practical Research: Planning and Design, 10th 

Introduction to Action Research: Social Research 
for Social Change,
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Guidebook Methodology

The guidebook, 1-to-1: A Guide to Spatial Empowerment, falls under 

an original piece of work through engaging the creative process, 
15

Practical Research: Planning and Design
 are stated for literature review, 

workshops, and the guidebook to clarify the scope and reasoning 
16 

Limitations:

of the situations and unknown participant responses during the 

and guidebook can only result in a description of a strategy for 

Art Practice as Research: 
Inquiry in the Visual Arts 

Leedy, Practical Research: Planning and 
Design,
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Delimitations: 

The literature selection for review was based on its relevancy to 

Assumptions 

17 In addition, the Creswell, Research Design: Qualitative, 
Quantitative, and Mixed Method Approaches,

understanding and knowledge of the world 



Fig. 1.8 
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Spatial 

Power can be taken, but not given. The process of taking is 
empowerment itself. 

psychological capacity and social legitimacy to create and alter 

Empowerment

is discussed as an ethnocentric, conservative liberal, socialist or 
19

to the initiating processes in which people gain understanding 
and control

18 In this 
capacity, whereas control is 

labeled as legitimacy 20 Evaluation as 
a Tool for Community Empowerment

21

Multi-dimensional 

Sadan, Empowerment and Community 
Planning, 

Canadian Journal of 
Community Mental Health
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22

Social

24 

Individual

Community

Professional practice

Process

25

capacity building

referred to as participants, individuals, and 

Sadan, Empowerment and Community 
Planning, 

American Journal of Community 
Psychology

Fig. 2.1 
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Empowerment and Knowledge

Power/Knowledge Pedagogy 
of the Oppressed

Knowledge is power 
and power is knowledge

Educational pedagogy

Education is essential for empowerment

26

critical thinking skills which is an integral trait of a 

Power/Knowledge

27 

spatial 
action

architecture and education

connection between education and architecture can be revealed 

the relationship between the stakeholders, and the role of the 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 

Power/Knowledge: 
Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-
1977, 

Fig. 2.3 

Fig. 2.2 Interdependent reciprocal relationship 

Knowledge Power
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If points of synergy can be discovered between education 
and architecture and worked upon, architecture can develop 
education like a catalyst.

The 
Ignorant Schoolmaster

Education as Empowerment

28 Education is 
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Fig. 2.4 

 
29 

This balance, if skewed, can lead to the oppression of individual and 

Teacher/Student

Anyone can teach what they don’t know.

Ignorant School Master

 

The Ignorant 
Schoolmaster, the teacher, Jacotot, believes that an ignorant person 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 

Journal for Cultural and Religious Theory 12, 
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Role of the Teacher

The essential act of the master was to explicate: to disengage 
the simple elements of learning, and to reconcile their 
simplicity in principle with the factual simplicity...

Ignorant School Master

the person being instructed, and the distance between learning and 
 In this perspective, the teacher is the facilitator 

 

their learning, the students use their own intelligence to interpret 

The Ignorant 
Schoolmaster (

The Ignorant Schoolmaster,

The Ignorant Schoolmaster,

Fig. 2.5 Intellectual equality between students 

Teacher Students

Common Tool
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spatial production, the professional practice, and physical spatial 

Architecture as Empowerment

Through translating 

process, the potential pluralistic built results can question the 

used to create barriers and place restrictions on our actions with 

 Within the architecture process, architects can aid in 

Architecture and Participation

Design Activism: 
Beautiful Strangeness for a Sustainable World 
(

Fig. 2.6 
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Architect/User

Architects are possessors of both specialized knowledge and 
conditioned, evolving, understanding as they move between 
the roles of expert and user...  this combination of knowledge 
and understanding that is central to any reformulation of 
practice which has the potential to empower the user.

Architecture of the Impure Community

between architects and spatial users lie in a state of tension and 

land and authority needed to conduct the profession is required 

architects cater to private interests of the client instead of the 

 The 

Fig. 2.7 
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spatial discourse, a wealth of transdisciplinary knowledge and skill 

 

Role of the Architect

interpretation of the role and responsibility of the architect was 

40

and catalogue Architecture without Architects

Housing: An Anarchist 
Approach also argues that the task of architecture could be passed 

41 

process, the architect acts as the provider and container of spatial 

42 

Architecture and Design for Children and Youth, 

Architecture without 
Architects: A Short Introduction to Non-
pedigreed Architecture

Colin Ward, Housing: An Anarchist 
Approach (

Challenges,” Design Issues 28, no. 3 

Fig. 2.8 
Architecture without Architects.  
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2

3

Evaluation as a tool for community 
empowerment Empowerment and Community 
Planning Spectrum of Public Participation
approach in An Introduction to Multicultural Education.  The spatial 

Develop spatial knowledge and skills, and increase 
critical thinking

relies on an increased critical consciousness of privilege, 

Demonstrate inclusive practices 

Without inclusive practice, individuals cannot be adequately 

Realize spatial action 

Spatial action is dependent on the availability of spatially 

An Introduction to Multicultural 
Education
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this stage, individuals are actively involved in the architectural 
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Criteria Domains

spatial decison 
making skills 

spatial knowledge 

Individual is taught 
spatial decison making 
skills and knowledge by 
others

Individual is involved in 
constructing and 
developing their spatial 
decison making skills and 
knowledge 

Individual actively 
demonstrates and 
teaches spatial decison 
making skills and 
knowledge to others

Capacity 
Building

(within 
individuals)

critical thinking 
skills

Individual is taught 
critical thinking skills 
by others

Individual is involved in 
developing their critical 
thinking skills

Individual actively 
demonstrates and teaches
critical thinking skills to 
others

implementation 
monitoring and 
evaluation

Spatial action is 
implemented, monitored 
and evaluated by others

Individuals are involved 
in implementing, 
monitoring, and 
evaluating spatial action

Individuals create 
implementation, 
monitoring and 
evaluation strategies

architectural 
process

Architectural process 
consults individuals 
needs and knowledge

Architectural process 
involves individuals in 
decison making

Individuals participate, 
inform, and dictate the 
architectural process

pedagogical
process

Pedagogical
process is inclusive and 
creates a sense of 
community

Pedagogical process 
involves individuals in 
creating inclusivity and a 
sense of community

Individuals promote and 
sustain inclusivity and a 
sense of community in 
the pedagogical process

Inclusivity

(within the 
discipline 

and process)

Spatial 
Action

(within the 
approach and 

tools)

 spatial production 
spatial 

empowerment

Opportunities for 
spatial production and 
spatial empowerment 
exist

Individuals have access 
opportunities for spatial 
production and  
empowerment

Individuals create 
opportunities for 
spatial production and 
empowerment

resources 
(knowledge)

Individuals have access 
to resources

Individuals have access 
and the capacity to 
mobilize resources

Individuals create tools 
and strategies to 
mobilize resources 

Level 1:
Inform

(additive)

Level 2:
Involve 

(transformative)

Level 3:
Empowered 

(active)

increasing spatial empowerment

 

Fig. 2.9 

Spatial 
Empowerment 
Strategy 
Assessment Rubric

1

2

3
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Empowered action means coming out of the alienation, 
marginality and sense of irrelevance that are the lot of those 

- Elisheva Sadan, Empowerment and Community Planning

Spatial Agency

Spatial Agency, a collective of architects and educators, 

44

45

space, increasing spatial dialogue to a wider audience, enabling 

Elisheva Sadan

Elisheva Sadan in Empowerment and Community Planning presents 

46Anthony 

47

Spatial Agency. 

Footprint 

Sadan, Empowerment and Community 
Planning, 

Sadan, Empowerment and Community 
Planning, 
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a teacher, coordinator, advocate, technical assistance, developer 

Andrea Kenkmann 

 Adapting and Designing Spaces: Children and 
their Schools

48

Art Pedagogy

Arts pedagogy proposes pedagogical alternatives by offering new 

49 In 1968, artist Allan Kaprow and educator 

school titled Project Other Ways in partnership with local schools 
Project Other Ways

Center for Educational Policy Studies 1, 

Gallery TPW

Fig. 2.11
for Project Other Ways

Fig. 2.10 
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50

51 Event scores were 

Hidden 
Curriculum investigates the ways that students negotiate and 

52

Hidden Curriculum

Project Other Ways and Hidden Curriculum 

Archimath programme 

 

 Annette Krauss, Annabel Johnson, 

Conversation,” Arts & Education, 

International 
Journal of Technology and Design Education 
(

Fig. 2.12 
2008

Fig. 2.13 
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Participatory Architecture et al.

does not invert the power relationship between architecture and 
user, rather it acknowledges the potential for collaboration and 

54 A 

the level of collaboration within the design process, participants 

55  

The Mosaic Approach involves young children and practitioners in 

56 Activities to 

Occupying Architecture: 
Between the Architect and the User, edited by 

Design Activism: 
Beautiful Strangeness for a Sustainable World 
(

The Mosaic 
Approach: Listening to Young Children. 

Fig. 2.14 Local laborers constructing METI 



Fig. 2.16 

Local unskilled laborers were trained in the building technique 

57

between the architect, spatial users, and other stakeholders, the 

 

 Sensory-creative Pedagogy

58

Guided by an architect, participants begin a walking tour in a 

MoMA, Project 
Index

Architecture and Design for Children 
and Youth, 

Fig. 2.15 



Fig. 2.17 

Spatial Empowerment Precedent Analysis

participation, negotiation, shared spatial practice, and the creation 

which is in the control of the architect, is tackled by concentrating 

 Current architectural practice and pedagogy  does not  





Fig. 2.18 



Spatial 

Strategy
As part of this thesis, it was necessary to outline a strategy for 

you are looking for to understand how you are going to achieve 

by the precedents, but differentiates itself through the inclusion 
and elaboration of capacity building pedagogy, inclusive building 

 Although the overall approach is structured by the 

Fig. 3.1 



 

 Architectural Knowledge and Skills

A space is never about one thing. It is a place for many senses: 
sight, sound, touch, and the unaccountable things that happen 
in between. 

– Tadao Ando

a. Content of Architectural Knowledge and Skills

capacity to engage in spatial action and participate in spatial 

Materials Structures 
Standards Eyes of the Skin, encapsulate  

Materials Structures Standards 

59 

Julia McMorrough, Materials, Structures 
and Standards 

Fig. 3.2 Selected architectural content to build 

1

CB



Eyes of the Skin

provide individuals a repertoire of spatial building ideas and 
60 In 

Although it could be argued that architectural language should 

b. Pedagogical Approach to Increase Architectural Knowledge 
and Skill Acquisition 

Man’s sense of space is closely related to his sense of self, which 
is in an intimate transaction with his environment. Man can 
be viewed as having visual, kinaesthetic, tactile, and thermal 
aspects of his self which may be either inhibited or encouraged 
to develop by his environment.

The Hidden Dimension

The Eyes of the 
Skin: Architecture and the Senses, 

Fig. 3.3 

Concrete
Experience

Abstract
Conceptualization

Active
Experimentation

Processing

Perception



Fig. 3.4 

Classroom
‘Third Teacher’

Teacher
Faciliatator

Student
Participant

are considered essential to intellectual change, therefore integrating 
61

by sustaining and building curiosity, connecting and scaffolding 

62

and places student interests, questions, and observations at the core 

design process also allows for generative knowledge to transpire 

Educational Psychology, 

Educational Psychology, 



Multisensory Learning,

activities is dependent upon congruency and relationship of the 

to encourage architectural knowledge and skills should connect 

64

of Multisensory Learning,” Trends in Cognitive 
Sciences

Social & Cultural Geography

Fig. 3.5 
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 Critical Thinking

a. Pedagogical Approach to Foster Critical Thinking

66 

67

allows us to rethink our relationship to the world and to one other, 

b. Meditation

 Increasing critical thinking can also be achieved through 

Challenges,” Design Issues 

Lateral Thinking: A 
Texbook of Creativity.

Lateral Thinking

2

Fig. 3.6 
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Fig. 3.7 The difference in brain activity during 

68 The 

69 Meditation 
induces individuals to be open to the creative process and active 

Structural Variations in Prefrontal Cortex Mediate the 
Relationship between Early Childhood Stress and Spatial Working 
Memory 

70 Stress reduces grey and white brain 

 Meditative practice allows individuals to connect their 

School Students,” Journal of Applied School 
Psychology 

The Art of Meditation, 
(

between Early Childhood Stress and Spatial 
 Journal of Neuroscience 
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Fig. 3.8 

The intersection of previously unrelated 

71 

72

individuals to increase spatial perceptions by activating the sensory 

c. Creativity 

Habits… reduce man to the status of a conditioned automaton. 
The creative act, by connecting previously unrelated 
dimensions of experience, enables him to attain a higher level 
of mental evolution. It is an act of liberation – the defeat of 
habit by originality.

The Act of Creation

Teaching 
Artist Journal 

Stahl, and Elisha Goldstein, A 
Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction Workbook. 
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facilitate new thinking or awareness, which leads to intellectual 

The Act of Creation 

role of spontaneous intuition, unconscious guidance, and leaps 

Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation, 



Fig. 3.10 

 

Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, 
only because, and only when, they are created by everybody.

74

The process of discourse also includes valuing and advocating for 

75

76

Inclusion is created through differentiated instruction which ensures 

feedback, creating respectful tasks, and sharing the responsibility 

Spaces”, 11-24.

Jeanne Gibbs, Reaching All by Creating 
Tribes Learning Communities 

IP

Fig. 3.9 

Discourse
Participation

=
Inclusive Practice

+
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within groups of people and adds a sense of togetherness in an 

 Spatial Action

Heterotopias are real spaces within society where utopian 
impulses are realised.

The Art and Design Classroom as a Site of 
Performativity

thesis proposes two types of spatial actions which can provide 

An intervention can act as a heterotopic space since it can be a 

77

Alternative interactions, aesthetics, processes, and pedagogy can be 

International Journal of Art & 
Design Education

SA
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Fig. 3.11 

Classrooms
& Corridors

Furniture
Seating

Macro-
Environment

Micro-
Environment

Learning & 
Teaching Tools

School &
Playground

Activity Space

Community

78

79 

and individuals, capacity building and inclusive practice cannot 

 

Spaces”, 11-24.

 Claire 
Aesthetics,” October 110 (2004): 51-79. 
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Fig. 3.12 
strategy



47



48

whereas inclusive practice resides in architectural and pedagogical 

architectural and educational practice include the adoption of 

 The capacity building pedagogy and inclusive practices 
necessitates that the current architectural process, which is 

An Architecture of Participation, articulates the absence of suitable 
80 

Traditionally the sequence of phases are irreversible and are 74-79.
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are reconstructed into the iterative process, where its sequence is 

also interrupt the current architectural progression by advocating 

81 

would be interesting and engaging as a result of the deliberation 

educational pedagogy can be described through the evolution of 

minds on, activity and consolidation.82 
Minds on
minds on can be an opportunity to allow students to connect the 

activity 

Consolidation

activate prior knowledge, assess prior knowledge, present new 
learning, check for understanding, practice new learning, scaffold 
new learning, assess practice work, review and consolidate learning, 

 Although the 

The Eyes of the Skin.

The Capacity Building Series.

Linking Learning Goals, Success Criteria, 
Descriptive Feedback and Differentiated 
Instruction in Effective 3-part Lessons
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Fig. 3.13

purpose of the three parts of the lesson plan and its tasks are relevant 

 

facilitator creates conditions which support a variety of interactions 

facilitator can guide individuals into collective spatial authorship 
in workshops, which create new possibilities and opportunities for  

responsibilities, tasks, and pedagogical strategy shift according to 

selection for spatial interventions are also initially dictated by the 

The Ignorant Schoolmaster, a 

Project Other Ways
booklets, notations, posters and videos to encourage radical 

1-to1: A Guide to Spatial 
Empowerment
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Challenges

Architecture 
as Empowerment: The Participatory Approach in Contemporary 
Architecture in South Africa, puts forth challenges that are 

84

 The inability and resistance of the facilitator and individuals 
to adapt and adopt to new pedagogical strategies and architectural 

Sabine 

Transformation: Critical Perspectives on 
Southern Africa
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Workshops 
   

The workshops, as a spatial intervention strategy, were used to apply 

Essentially, the workshops acted as a test for building capacity, 

Current relationships in workshops between architects and 
85

Dries van Wagenberg Study

86 Children as young as eight years old can be taught to 

 Jan Granath
Architecture: 

Participation of Users. 

 

 Environment and Behavior 

1

1

2

2

Fig. 4.1 

Participant

Participant

Architect

Architect

Architectural 
Knowledge

Architectural 
Process



After the introduction, students worked alone and in pairs to 

discovered the concept of scale by using a square on their graph 

the students were encouraged and coached by the architect with 

To evaluate the effects of architectural training, all students, 

students had one and a half hours to design their ideal living and 

teachers in the Technical University Eindhoven, reviewed all the 

Fig. 4.2 
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Fig. 4.3 

The resultant designs supported the hypothesis since the trained 

illustrates a critical connection between design, education and 

87

Susanne Hofmann Architects/die Baupiloten

88
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Fig. 4.5 

76 In addition, 

between architects, teachers, clients, students, and end spatial 

No. 9

90 

worked with architects to solve relevant urban and architectural 

After students gain an understanding of the overall urban planning 

Fig. 4.4 
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Fig. 4.6 

Fig. 4.7 Workshop precedent spatial 

Criteria Domains

spatial decison 
making skills 

spatial knowledge 

Individual is taught 
spatial decison making 
skills and knowledge by 
others

Individual is involved in 
constructing and 
developing their spatial 
decison making skills and 
knowledge 

Individual actively 
demonstrates and 
teaches spatial decison 
making skills and 
knowledge to others

Capacity 
Building

(within 
individuals)

critical thinking 
skills

Individual is taught 
critical thinking skills 
by others

Individual is involved in 
developing their critical 
thinking skills

Individual actively 
demonstrates and teaches
critical thinking skills to 
others

implementation 
monitoring and 
evaluation

Spatial action is 
implemented, monitored 
and evaluated by others

Individuals are involved 
in implementing, 
monitoring, and 
evaluating spatial action

Individuals create 
implementation, 
monitoring and 
evaluation strategies

architectural 
process

Architectural process 
consults individuals 
needs and knowledge

Architectural process 
involves individuals in 
decison making

Individuals participate, 
inform, and dictate the 
architectural process

pedagogical
process

Pedagogical
process is inclusive and 
creates a sense of 
community

Pedagogical process 
involves individuals in 
creating inclusivity and a 
sense of community

Individuals promote and 
sustain inclusivity and a 
sense of community in 
the pedagogical process

Inclusivity

(within the 
discipline 

and process)

Spatial 
Action

(within the 
approach and 

tools)

 spatial production 
spatial 

empowerment

Opportunities for 
spatial production and 
spatial empowerment 
exist

Individuals have access 
opportunities for spatial 
production and  
empowerment

Individuals create 
opportunities for 
spatial production and 
empowerment

resources 
(knowledge)

Individuals have access 
to resources

Individuals have access 
and the capacity to 
mobilize resources

Individuals create tools 
and strategies to 
mobilize resources 

Level 1:
Inform

(additive)

Level 2:
Involve 

(transformative)

Level 3:
Empowered 

(active)

increasing spatial empowermentSpatial Empowerment Workshop Precedent Strategy Assessment

Individuals create
implementation,
monitoring and 
evaluation strategies

Individuals promote and 
sustain inclusivity and a
sense of community in 
the pedagogical process

Individuals create
opportunities for
spatial production and 
empowerment

Individuals create tools
and strategies to
mobilize resources

Architectural process
consults individuals
needs and knowledge

Individuals are involved
in implementing,
monitoring, and 
evaluating spatial action

Pedagogical process
involves individuals in
creating inclusivity and a 
sense of community

Individuals have access
opportunities for spatial
production and 
empowerment

Individuals have access
and the capacity to 
mobilize resources

Individual is involved in
constructing and 
developing their spatial
decison making skills and 
knowledge

Individual is involved in
developing their critical
thinking skills

Individual actively 
demonstrates and
teaches spatial decison
making skills and 
knowledge to others

Individual actively 
demonstrates and teaches
critical thinking skills to 
others

Individuals participate,
inform, and dictate the
architectural process

Workshop Precedent Analysis

 The lesson plan is broken up into various categories 

of actions to develop spatial capacity, but they do not propose 

28th to 29th 2014, I attended two days of the workshops hosted 

heavy handedness of the facilitators does not allow the student to 
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58

Fig. 4.8 Site plan of workshop 1 in the school 

Hosted Workshops

As part of the research for this thesis, two sets of workshops were 

    
 

architectural and educational pedagogical theory on building 

only part of the workshop approach that had changed during the 



59

Fig. 4.9 



60

of activities, and pedagogical strategies evolved throughout the 

Planning/Before the workshops

 

Day 1: Assessment of students’ prior architectural knowledge
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were not able to clearly articulate their designs with architectural 

Fig. 4.10 
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Fig. 4.12 

Fig. 4.11 



Fig. 4.13 
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Fig. 4.14 
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Day 2: Investigating participation

of space in day one, the second session evaluated the effect 
of collaborative activities and architectural knowledge in the 

Although it was anticipated that students would add to their 

second iterations incorporated architectural vocabulary, shown 

evidence of capacity building, students eagerly collaborated to 

Fig. 4.15 
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Fig. 4.16 

Additionally, several students connected their building activity with 

forces and structures unit, that they were constructing triangles in 

Day 3: Architectural representation

decided to introduce the students to conventional standards of 

understood the concept of representation by I asking several 

chosen site, the participants drew a proposal for how they thought 

Although the resultant drawings were interesting and the students 
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Fig. 4.17 
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Fig. 4.18 

also proposes a snack area, but with the 
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Day 4 to 6: One-to-one iterative building

 In session 5, students continued building with the 

assessing whether or not their space was built at an appropriate 

                             

Fig. 4.19 
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 This is my reading space.

This is more fun than playing soccer!

Guys, we need a wall and stuff.

 We need a cloth to drape over it. And four boxes. 

Do you see a little string hanging from the fort? Can you 
connect it?

Anybody need a chair?

I do!
Fig. 4.20 

Students discussing where to put the plastic 
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Fig. 4.21 
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Fig. 4.22 



Fig. 4.23 

additional structural support for the plastic 
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Fig. 4.24 
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Fig. 4.25 
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Fig. 4.26 

to indicate that the books inside are only for 
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Fig. 4.27 
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Fig. 4.28 

Chairs and a table are aligned and arranged to 
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I learned about bird’s eye view, elevation... Windows, openings, 
and walls. And ceilings.

I learned how to make a reading space. I mean, a learning 
space. 

You can make something and then change it. 

I learned about structure. I made a space with boxes. 

increasingly integrated into the interventions as the site boundaries 

Vocabulary introduced in the previous sessions were heard in 

Fig. 4.29 
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Fig. 4.30 

Design Sketchbook

On the second session, students were provided with a design 

their design sketchbook, only two were returned at the end of the 

The drawings in the sketchbook show detail that is not evident in 
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Fig. 4.31 

in section to a greater scale in the following 
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Fig. 4.32

of the space is a hybrid between plan, elevation, 



Workshop 1 Analysis

building schedules that responded to student inquiries and 

Fig. 4.33 Students working together to solve 

Fig. 4.34 
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Fig. 4.35 
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 Fig. 4.36 
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Fig. 4.37 
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I am excited to learn about architecture. Or should I say 
parkitecture.

based on their availability to attend two workshops and their lack 

Planning/Before the workshops: 
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Fig. 4.38 Workshop 2 overview of approach 

Fig. 4.39 
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Day 1:

out a short questionnaire which would be later used to assess the 

precedent, and a place they could sketch their ideas without 

Fig. 4.40
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Fig. 4.41 

Fig. 4.42 



Fig. 4.43 
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Fig. 4.44 
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Fig. 4.45 

The second building session allowed the participants to continue 

Day 2

sheets together and providing longer spans of fabric would enable 
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Fig. 4.46
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Fig. 4.47 

Two fabric triangles are tied together and 
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Fig. 4.48 
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Fig. 4.49 

fabric are stretched inbetween tress to create 

are placed on the ground to create an inviting 
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Fig. 4.51 

hangs in the background, and fabric creates a 

Fig. 4.50 
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Fig. 4.52 
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Fig. 4.53 



Fig. 4.54 
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Fig. 4.55 
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Fig. 4.56 
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Fig. 4.57
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Workshop 2 Analysis 

I learned to use my imagination when it comes to space and 
creating comfortable areas in random areas. May use this for 
outdoor excursions.

I learned how hard it is for me to make spatial decisions.

Objects can be used to make space in any environment. Not all 
walls make a box. Materials can be reused for new purposes.

I learned that making spatial decisions is a lot harder than I 
thought. Something may “look” or “seem” like a great idea, but 
when executed, can completely fall apart. One must take into 
account every detail of one’s surrounding and how it may help 
or hinder!

questionnaire 

were progressing, regressing or stagnating on the spatial 

that the participants acquired knowledge about the characteristics, 
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Fig. 4.58 
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Each person interprets space differently and brings different 
meanings and needs to their environments.

 As the facilitator for workshop 1 and 2, I discovered 

results of the workshops indicate that spatial interventions foster 

Fig. 4.59 
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 Capacity Building

Fig. 4.60

in building their own spatial capacity and 

Criteria Domains

spatial decison 
making skills 

spatial knowledge 

Individual is taught 
spatial decison making 
skills and knowledge by 
others

Individual is involved in 
constructing and 
developing their spatial 
decison making skills and 
knowledge 

Individual actively 
demonstrates and 
teaches spatial decison 
making skills and 
knowledge to others

Capacity 
Building

(within 
individuals)

critical thinking 
skills

Individual is taught 
critical thinking skills 
by others

Individual is involved in 
developing their critical 
thinking skills

Individual actively 
demonstrates and teaches
critical thinking skills to 
others

implementation 
monitoring and 
evaluation

Spatial action is 
implemented, monitored 
and evaluated by others

Individuals are involved 
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empowerment
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Individuals create 
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resources 
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Individuals have access 
to resources

Individuals have access 
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Individuals create tools 
and strategies to 
mobilize resources 

Level 1:
Inform

(additive)

Level 2:
Involve 

(transformative)

Level 3:
Empowered 

(active)

increasing spatial empowermentSpatial Empowerment Workshop Strategy Assessment

Individuals create
implementation,
monitoring and 
evaluation strategies

Individuals promote and 
sustain inclusivity and a
sense of community in 
the pedagogical process

Individuals create
opportunities for
spatial production and 
empowerment

Individuals create tools
and strategies to
mobilize resources

Individual is taught 
spatial decison making
skills and knowledge by 
others

Individual is taught 
critical thinking skills 
by others

Architectural process
consults individuals
needs and knowledge

Pedagogical
process is inclusive and
creates a sense of 
community

Opportunities for 
spatial production and 
spatial empowerment
exist

Individuals are involved
in implementing,
monitoring, and
evaluating spatial action

Individuals have access
and the capacity to 
mobilize resources

Architectural process
involves individuals in
decison making

Individual actively 
demonstrates and
teaches spatial decison
making skills and 
knowledge to others

Individual actively 
demonstrates and teaches
critical thinking skills to 
others
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 Inclusive Practice

 

 Spatial Action

of public space and private space such as guerrilla installations, 
squatting, and spatial protests, would develop conscious action in 

participants to reinforce current successful strategies and to guide 

Although the preceding suggestions are broad and do not 
provide in depth descriptions of activities, workshop outlines, or 

Fig. 4.61 

IP

SA



participants could follow lessons plans within the guidebook with 
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Fig. 5.1 

Guidebook 

 1 to 1: 
A Guide to Spatial Empowerment 

1 to 1 is 

A Practical Guide to Squatting 
People’s 

Workbook

was published and created in 1971 by architecture 

 91

A Practical Guide to Squatting

A Practical Guide to Squatting, created as part of 

Fig. 5.2 A Practical Guide to Squatting page on 
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Fig. 5.3 

of space through squatting, while providing practical tips for how 

illustrations guide the participant through necessary laws regarding 
92   

People’s Workbook: Working together to change your 
community

Africa in 1981, People’s Workbook

 

A Practical Guide to 
Squatting

People’s Workbook: 
Working Together to Change Your Community. 
(
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1 to 1: A Guide to Spatial Empowerment is a tool to encourage spatial 

guidebook can be easily physically and digitally reproduced to 
1 to 

1: A Guide to Spatial Empowerment contains engaging and playful 
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issues, critical thinking about the stakeholders of spatial production 

 The aesthetics and language used in the guide is playful 

is a starting point to captures the tactics outlined in the spatial  
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Conclusion 
I learned how changing existing space can completely alter 
the feeling and atmosphere of a space. I am excited to take this 
new spatial understanding back to my living space. I’m also 
interested in how I can use and change existing architecture to 
co-opt and “take back” space.

Discussion 

Through research, workshops and writings presented in this thesis, 

1 to 1: A Guide to Spatial 
Empowerment

capacity building, 
inclusive practice, and spatial action
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together, as intellectual equals, we can dissolve the hierarchy of 

Directions for future research     

1-to-1: A Spatial Empowerment Guidebook 

94 
A Right to Build,
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Fig. 6.1 Students, with building blocks in 
hand, are creating their own spatial reality in 
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